Double minutes (dm) have been isolated from human tumor cells by zonal centrifugation and by differential pelleting of chromosome suspensions. These methods allowed collection of dm in sufficient quantity and purity for visualization with electron microscopy. Ultrastructurally, the chromatin fibers in dm resemble those in metaphase chromosomes. No evidence of attached membrane fragments was found. When the two isolation protocols were compared, differential pelleting was shown to increase purity twofold to 85% dm by mass . The differential pelleting procedure enables easy collection of dm in sufficient quantity and purity for chemical analysis .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human carcinoma cell line SW 613 was cultured as previously reported (5) . Initially, SW 613 showed a mean of 10 dm/cell . A variant of this line, S 18, was selected by sequential shakeoff and replating of mitotic cells for 18 rounds of selection . The variant showed a mean of 40 dm/cell and an 18-h cell cycle (3) . Cells grown in 490 cm'roller bottles were synchronized by consecutive 2 mM thymidine blocks followed by incubation of cells in 10' M colcemid and mechanical shakeoff of mitotic cells. The procedure resulted in populations ofcells which showed 85% mitosis. Control experiments were carried out with a karyotypically normal human fibroblast cell line derived from a foreskin biopsy . Culture conditions, synchronization methods, and chromosome isolation were identical to those used for cell line SW 613-S 18 . The control fibroblast line showed no dm in the 1,000 metaphases screened.
Dm isolation followed published chromosome isolation procedures (15) . This involved hypotonic swelling of mitotic cells followed by lysis of cells into neutral chromosome isolation buffer or 50%acetic acid (15) . Resultingchromosome suspensions were fractionated on 20-40% linear sucrose gradients by zonal centrifugation as reported (15) . Gradient fractions were assayed for dm percentage by comparison of the ethidium bromidestaining areas of chromosomes and dm in 20 microscope fields photographed at x 1,000 as previously reported (5) .
The differential pelleting procedure involved collection of chromosome suspensions as above and fractionation as in Fig. 2 . Assay of resulting fractions was as above or as indicated in figure legends.
Electron microscopy of particles in the 70,000 gpellet followed published procedures (16) . Dm were pelleted onto copper grids coated with Formvar film, critical point dried, and examined by transmission electron microscopy on a Philips 300 electron microscope (16) . Uniform diameter 0.5 Am-polystyrene microspheres (Coulter Electronics, Inc., Hialeah, Fla.) were included in the preparations as an internal size standard .
RESULTS
In the zonal centrifugation procedure, dm migrated to a region of 22-25% sucrose which corresponded to an approximate sedimentation coefficient of 5 x 10" s. The maximum enrichment of dm by zonal centrifugation was 43% dm by mass . from previous anaphase cytology and cytochemical staining of dm in SW 613 (4), the dm showed no evidence of centromeric constrictions or membrane fragments often observed at chromosomal telomeres. Chromatin fibers similar to those of metaphase chromosomes are evident in dm as in Fig. 4 . In some cases, the two single particle halves may be connected by similar fibers. The heterogeneity in size of dm in light micrographs is also noted in electron micrographs of isolated dm from cell line SW 613-S 18 . It is presently unclear whether the sizes of dm represent a continuous distribution or whether dm are present in discreet multimers of some unit size . Dm are -0. 5). Dm-DNA from SW 613-S 18 replicates only at S phase of the cell cycle, not at G1, G2, or mitosis (3). In this line, dm-DNA replicates throughout the S phase in distinction from the simultaneous replication of all dm early in S phase in other systems (8) . Although the ultrastructural similarities intimate the presence of proteins, no direct data are available. Photographic measurements of dm and normal human chromosomes indicate that dm are, on the average,^-3% the size of normal human G-group chromosomes, or _ 10 -15 g DNA. This is on the order of size of an Escherichia coli genome and should contain _ 103 kb DNA. At most, dm-DNA from SW 613-S 18 might encode 10'' genes/dm . In a murine system (7), there is evidence that dm-DNA may code for dihydrofolate reductase. This suggests dm-DNA contains structural genes in some systems. In SW 613-S 18, it is not known whether dm-DNA is transcribed or whether the dm-DNA base sequence is eventually represented in a translated mRNA as protein .
The unequal segregation of dm at anaphase leads to a random distribution of dm to daughter cells in SW 613 (3) (4) (5) . Characteristically, the cells contain dm in numbers ranging from zero to over 1,000 dm/cell in the same cell population (3). This cytological variability predicts a parallel variability of phenotype among cells in which dm-DNA codes for specific cell products . The variability in number of dm among cells of SW 613-S 18 is consistent with absence of centromeres (3) (4) (5) . Clusters of dm contained in a matrix suspected to be RNA (4, 9) and adherence of these clusters as the chromosomes segregate at anaphase suggest a mechanism for the random distribution of dm to daughter cells at cell division (4) . The relationship between dm clusters and the micronuclei seen at interphase in the cells of SW 613-S 18 is not clear.
Direct preparations of tumor cells from patients before chemotheraputic intervention have shown dm (12) , an indication that dm are not artifacts of cell culture or the direct result of theraputic regimen. Although reports of tumors containing dm show a distinctive bias toward tumors of neurogenic origin, this association must be evaluated for possible ascertainment bias as dm have also been reported in diverse other tumor types and in leukemia (3, 5) . The association of cellular resistance to methotrexate with dm (7) makes isolation and chemical investigation of dm of possible clinical interest . The isolation protocol reported here enabled the ultrastructural study of dm with the result that dm appear smaller in size, but ultrastructurally similar to chromosomes in the organization of fibers in each . In addition, the simple differential pelleting procedure resulting in 100-fold enrichment for dm should allow chemical work on dm which was previously not feasible for lack of an appropriate, high-yield isolation procedure .
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